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1. Introduction 

(I am very grateful to Dr. Anthony Diller for his valuable comments and suggestions. All the 

mistakes are my own. 

In this paper, the terms 'Thai' and 'Tai' follow the usage common among historical linguists.  

'Thai' refers to language varieties used in Thailand since the Sukhothai kingdom.  ‘Tai’ refers to 

the group of languages or language family which includes 'Thai'. 'Tai' is also used in a more 

specific sense, referring to people in countries other than Thailand who are said speak Tai or 

follow Tai cultural practices, etc.)  

The former homeland of people speaking Tai languages before they came to where they are at 

present has been the subject of research for scholars in various fields for over a century. The 

answers or explanations are various. This paper follows the theories of the great Thai linguistics 

scholar William J. Gedney. His proposals  have  been confirmed by many others in subsequent 

research.  Gedney's work shows that Tais were originally living in Southwestern China and along 

the Red River basin in North Vietnam. Following one  time frame suggested for the development 

of the Tai family (Diller 1990), ancient links between Tai speakers and Vietnam discussed in this 

paper must have started by the Proto- Southwestern Tai period which is around 1,000 – 1,300  

years ago.  However, this paper also refers to a historical evidence in an early Sukhothai 

inscription which is about 700 hundred years ago.        

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate five points of language evidence which indicate 

strong links between ancient Thai, especially Sukhothai Thai, and ancient Vietnamese. They are:  

                            1. The link shown by the word “Muong”  in Tai  

languages, in Thai, in Muong, and in Vietnamese.   

                                                              2. The link shown by the last name “ Luong” / / .This 

name is shared by Black Tai and the Muong of Vietnam. It also appears in an early Sukhothai 

inscription, recording an oath of allegiance.      

                                                               3. The link shown by the Sukhothai  kings’ names. The 

names /: : --:--:-/ are unlike all other Thai kings’  
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names. They sound foreign despite the fact that the names have the word “Thai” as part of the 

name. Furthermore;  they are more like those of ancient Vietnamese kings and leaders.   

      

                                                                4. The link shown by the use of 12 calendrical terms for 

animals. Those terms are not original Tai vocabulary. The words are used only for astrological 

purposes. Thai speakers have their own words for those animals. Again,  in Vietnam , these 

terms are used to refer to animals in everyday language.  The terms are as follows:  
“mouse’,  cha-: “ox”, :  “tiger”,    “rabbit”, ma-: “dragon, big snake” , ma- 

“snake”, ma-mia “horse”, ma-ε: “goat”:, : “monkey”, ra-ka: “cock”, : “dog”, and  kun 

“pig”. These terms  are not native Tai words.  

                     5. The link shown by a large number of cognates 

between Thai and Vietnamese despite their belonging to different language families. The 

cognates indicate extensive contact between the two. 

2. Muong 

“Muong” , /muang/“city”, is a very important word in Thai and Tai languages. It refers to the 

largest basic administrative unit among the Tai/Thai speakers. As for Thais, /muang-thay/ is 

Thailand. For other Tai groups, /muang, A3/ means “city” or “town”. In ancient time, it refers 

also to a governmental unit with a ruler of special rank .  

Chinese ruled Vietnam from 111 BC to about 990 AD (Taylor, 1987, Huard 1989). Sometime 

during this long rule, a large number of people fled from the Chinese tax and tight ruling in the 

city to faraway places up in the mountains. Later, those people came to be known as the Muong, 

while the Muong refer to themselves as “Mol”. Their language is related to Vietnamese. In the 

Muong language, “muong” means ‘city’. In the Muong-Viet Dictionary, 1999, a list of more than 

20 cities are cited, i.e. Muong Lo   , Muong Bo, Muong Lai, Muong Tli.  In Vietnamese, however, 

the word has acquired derogatory meanings. The word now refers to  1. unsophisticated people 

in far away villages and  2. villages in the mountains  (Viet-Eng Dictionary, 1999).  

It is noteworthy that “muang, A3” has cognate forms in Southwest Tai languages,  including 

Thai. The word means ‘city’ or ‘town’ which is the same as that in the Muong language.  As for 

the Muong, aside from using the word “muong” with the same meaning with the Tais, they also 

build houses in the same style as the Tais, i.e. raised platform on stilts. Moreover, Muong 

women, dress in the same style and colors with Tai women. Those people could be the Tai who 

shifted their language to Muong, before the split with Vietnam. They have retained their Tai way  
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of dressing and building houses. (The Muong  have no record of migrating to or from anywhere, 

they have always stayed in more or less  the same areas in North Vietnam , the current habitat of 

several ethnic groups including Tais.  We could surmise that the Tais and the Muong in ancient 

time lived closely together, in the same villages in North Vietnamin before the split between the 

Vietnamese and the Muong.  This  could explain why the word ‘Muong” does not have negative 

meaning in Tai and in Muong. Vietnamese must have developed the negative meanings of the 

word , unsophisticated people and faraway and  underdeveloped places, long after the split. 

When the Thai established their first kingdom, 1238 -1438 AD, they called it Muang Sukhothai. 

The First Thai kingdom. The First Inscription, called The Ram Khamhaeng Inscription, uses the 

word ‘muang’ 49 times, averaging more than  10 on each of the four sides. 

3. The family name “Luong”// 

In Vietnam, many Muongs share the same last names with Black Tai. The most significant one 

for this paper is“Luong” //. The importance of the last name shows in one of the sayings of 

Black Tai. 

Luong   yet   mo:                 Lo:     yet   tha:w. 

Luong   do    ceremony performer Lo       do     ruler(king) 

                                    The Luongs are ceremony performer and the Luo ruler(king). 

(Pichet Saiphan, 2008) 

Many Tai villages in Vietnam still have their own “ceremony performer”. Male ceremony 

performers are called /moo,A1/, the female is /mot, DS3/. At the city level in ancient time, 

however, there could be only one ceremony performer. Many yearly and occasional ceremonies 

were performed for the city. The status of performers was very high and they worked closely 

with the court. They could read and write and do calculations for auspicious times for the civil 

authority or  king. That the ‘Luong’ family was important among ancient Thai is testified in an 

early Sukhothai  inscription called Khun Jit(name   hun  od name or p u – sa-b t l:n 

“Grandfathers in Swearing Ceremony with Nephews”. Sukhothai Inscriptions Volume 8, 2005 ).  

The inscription records the allegiance between early leaders of Sukhothai. The leaders of 

different groups  swore to each other that they would not turn on each other and that they would 

help each other. Names of different ancestors are cited at the beginning of the allegiance, 

followed by names of those present at the time. Among many names ‘:: :-://  
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is mentioned in the allegiance. ‘Luong’ could refer to either Black Tai or Muong.  The title 

“phi: ”, however, points to Muong rather than Black Tai. In Ahom Buranji or Ahom Chronicles 

“pu:,B2- phi:,A1- :,C1” were leaders in far away places. The chronicles recorded that when 

Ahom kings went on a long trip, they rested at phi: s houses on their way. 

4. The  Sukhothai king’s names :-  /:-thay/, / -thay/, / -le:-thay/, /l:-thay/, / -:-thay/ 

These names,/:-thay/, / -thay/, / -le:-thay/, /:-thay/, and / -:-thay/, are different from 

all other Thai kings’ names and they sound foreign. The names do not sound Thai despite the 

fact that the names have the word “Thai” in them.  All those kings also had their names in Pali, 

i.e. tham-ma-ra-cha:.  These names are more like ancient Vietnamese kings’ and leaders’ names. 

The name of the first king of the Le dynasty (980 – 1009 AD  is “Le Dai Hanh” which is very 

close to “Le Thai”. The names of the first and the second kings of the Ly Dynasty (1020 – 1225 

AD  are “Ly Thai To” and “Ly Thai Tong” which are close to “Li Thai”. 

It is noteworthy that the Sukhothai kingdom (1238 -  1438 AD) appeared at the time during 

which the Li and the Le dynasties faded from Vietnam. And the Later Le ( 1328 – 1524 AD) 

appeared again when Sukhothai  started to fade away. 

5. Coedes’ paper on L’origine Du Cycle Des Douze Animaux Au Cambodge  1935  shows that 

Khmer, Muong, and Vietnamese use approximately the same calendrical terms for animals. He 

surmised that the Khmer of Chenla kingdom? must have received the terms from the Muong 

around the 8
th

century and introduced it to Khmer proper before the 11
th

 century. Khmer and Thai 

terms for the calendrical animals are also almost the same. In fact, most Thai scholars hold that 

the terms are from Khmer. In many Thai chronicles these terms are often referred to as “ the 

 hmer year”. However, the terms were already in use in the first Thai Inscription, the Ram 

Khamhaeng Inscription. The terms seemed to be familiar among them. Besides, there are some 

minor differences between the terms for the year of the horse and the year of the pig in Khmer 

and in Thai. They are written “ma-rong” and “kul” in Thai but “rong” and “kur” in  hmer.  Also 

based on the discussion on the Muong and name similarities in 2 and 3 discussed above, I 

propose that Thai, then Tai, received the calendrical animal terms from the Muong around the 

Proto- Southwestern Tai period, i.e. 1,000 – 1,300 years ago. 

6. Lastly but most importantly,cognates between Thai and Vietnamese are probably the strongest 

evidence indicating that Thai and Vietnamese had extensive contact in ancient time. The 

cognates are so numerous such that there are cognates under each consonant letter from A to Z in 

the dictionary.  A lot of them are from Chinese. It is not easy to separate words originally from 

Chinese from words originating in the land around the Red River basin. Besides, most of them   
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have undergone phonetic and semantic changes. For example, Vietnamese has their own words 

for two ‘hai’ and three ‘ba’ but in compounds the Thai words, derived from Chinese, are used : 

song ng bilingual  song song parallel 

song tr ng double   song than parents 

tam cong “first three high ranking”  tam dai “ 3 generations” 

tam ti  “the 3 colors of the flag”  tam gic “ triangle” 

tam gio “ 3 religions” 

For words showing close Vietnamese-Thai correspondences, if there is similar Chinese 

vocabulary too, this may suggest that both languages have borrowed from Chinese. The case for 

this is especially strong for nouns denoting cultural items associated with Chinese contact. 

Vietnamese     Thai 

     “shop”   : 

ma    “horse”   ma a 

   “ink; cuttle fish”  m  k 

n ng   “dame, damsel; woman” na: 

nan   calamity, difficulty na:n (in y:k-na:n) 

nhi p   to stitch summarily ye p (to sew) 

nu   maid    nu:  (little girl/boy)  

la   mule    la: 

than   “coal”    th :n 

thue    tax    s ay 

ye n   peaceful, quiet   yen 

Another category includes more locally-focused items like: 

anh   you    e 
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   - r delicious 

ban   mountain village   b:n      house, village 

bang   community, state   ba: village 

   “    : 

ca   shift    k  

ch o   oar    cε:w 

danh   hardened, hard   :n 

eo   waist    ew 

ga o   rice    kh:w 

hai    damage, harm, hurt  :y 

hao   chivalrous and magnanimous  :w-h:n 

khch   visitor, guest   khε :k 

nh   to move by hand   n 

   hard, difficult   (ε )-kh: 

n( do n)  poverty-stricken   khn-(ε :n) 

ta  c-ke   gecko    ta k-kε: 

lam   to cook rice in a bamboo portion  la :m  sticky rice cooked in bamboo portions 

         : 

    “mother”   ε :

muong   ditch    ma 

neo   direction, way   nε:w 

ni   this, now   n: 

n    here    : 
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ng    tusk    a: 

      

o c   to vomit     :k 

nha p   rough    y :p 

nha  t   timid, shy    kha -y :t (afraid) 

ngh   buffaloe’s calf   ε : 

phai   trench, small ditch  f:y 

phi   faction, wing   f:y 

ry   plant-louse   ray 

rt   pull out, draw   r:t 

s  o   pole; pillar   w 

thu()   mackerel   thu:(pla:-) 

i   bow with joined hands  :y 

v  ng   round    wo(classifier for something round) 

v  ng tron  circle, ring   wo - c:n 

xa   turn  topsy-turvy   sa:w(:w)  

 

7. Conclusion 

I’d like to conclude that, from my viewpoint, Tai and Vietnamese speakers were linguistically 

distinct but then came to live in close contact in the Northern Vietnamese region. However, 

being under Chinese rule, both groups appropriated Chinese literary and cultural traditions, many 

involving language. Chinese cultural and linguistic forms were incorporated in different ways. 

For example, under Chinese rule, both groups were required to follow the traditional Chinese 

cyclical sexagesimal calendar, one component of which involved 12 animal names. The 

ancestors of Vietnamese and Muong speakers, the Proto – Viet – Muong people, adopted the  
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formal features of this Chinese system. However, they used their own local vocabulary to refer to 

the 12 calendrical animals. In the same area, the Tai speakers were a minority group, probably 

smaller numerically and in a non-dominant social position. They also adopted the basic form of 

the Chinese system, but in order to name the 12 calendrical animals, they used the vocabulary of 

their neighbours, the early Vietnamese-Muong speakers. 

 The large number of shared Chinese and local Vietnamese-Muong words that came to be used 

by Tai speakers too points to very close and extensive contact over a long period. The words for 

“father” and “mother” cannot be considered normal loanwords: every language must have their own 

words for these. So it is remarkable to see a Tai -Vietnamese similarity in these forms.  In the same way, 

both Thai and Vietnamese use the same words to refer to the same two things – silver and money - 

// in Thai and// in Vietnamese. The Vietnamese word /nga n/ appears in compound 

words only, however.  The addressing particle / / - name+  or words in exclamation such 

as /caw y/ are about the same in the two languages. 

I would suggest that speakers of these languages lived in the same village or were in such close 

contact that they got to see each other and communicate every day. A good comparison is the 

way the Chinese in Bangkok get to communicate with their Thai neighbours today. 
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